INCEPTION OF THE POEM.	g
his ' Minstrelsy/ But the subject grew rapidly on him, and he
soon became aware that from his Ladye he had received a
theme with which he might make a bolder effort than he had
hitherto done- for poetic fame. Of course the goblin must be
connected with the House of Scott. There was a Ladye of
Buccleuch in the sixteenth century, Dame Janet Bethune or
Beaton, of somewhat evil repute for her knowledge of magic,
but renowned for the vigour with which she managed the affairs
of her House during a long widowhood. A daughter of this
Ladye had married Lord Cranstoun, and thus healed an old
feud between two families. Gilpin Horner w*as made the
(Goblin Page' of Lord Cranstoun, and his curious fidelity to
his master combined with his general love of elfish mischief was
made the unintentional instrument of working out the decree of
Fate by uniting the two lovers in spite of the Ladye's bitter
opposition, backed as it was by supernatural resources. Within
the large bold outlines of this simple plot Scott wove his picture
of Border'manners.
Chance also threw in Scott's way an improvement on the four-
beat couplet, which finally decided him to adopt it as the best
measure for a fantastic romance. Coleridge's fragment of * Christ-
abel1 was not published till 1816, eleven years after the ' Lay,'
but it was written partly in 1797 and partly in 1800. In the
latter year a friend of his, Sir John Stoddart, travelling in
Scotland, made the acquaintance of Scott, and recited the
unfinished poem to him. Scott felt at once that he had found
in the metre of' Christaber the very thing that was wanted to
make the old romance metre flexible enough for his purpose.
Such, according to Scott's own account, were the romantic
accidents that conspired to make him the author of the e Lay.'
They are really romantic, for nothing is more distinctive of
mediaeval romance than the predominance of accident, the ex-
.tent to which casual circumstances determine the course of the
'action. Scott's romantic temper and literary habit induced him
to give a prominence to these accidents in his own history that
would be misleading and disproportionate if it were not cor-
rected by other considerations. The accidents influenced him
undoubtedly : romance takes its theory of accident from real
life. But there were larger and less special influences -at work

